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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, high-performance computing has played a key role to advance the emerging technologies from social
networks, search engines, and cell phones to humanoid robotics. The ever-increasing growth of high-performance computing has
continuously brought more opportunities for system designers to revisit both enterprise and end-user applications. The
significant advancement of high-performance computing is owed to many-core architecture which has been the main focus of
numerous academic and industrial research projects in the last years and it is expected to continue as a dominant research topic
in the next decade.
Despite significant studies in many-core architectures, further advancement is prohibited by several important issues such as
power wall, reduced yield, memory wall, and design complexity. In particular, Future Many Core Systems (FMCSs) require more
specialized architectures in order to further integrate the advantages of more than ten billions transistors available on-chip. In
addition to such design challenges, with the paradigm shift in daily applications used in Cloud and datacenters from E-commerce,
On-Line-Transactional Processing (OLTP), gaming, online storage, and Genomics to Big Data applications such as clustering and
graph analytics, FMCSs should be designed such that the new applications can benefit from emerging multi-core systems.
To foster the research momentum on many-core architectures, Elsevier Microprocessors and Microsystems has scheduled a
special issue on FMCS addressing both micro-architectural and system-level issues. For this special issue, we have received 14
submissions from nine countries, out of which seven submissions have been selected in the first round of review process. Finally,
after detailed review of the revised submissions, four papers have been accepted for publication in this issue. More than sixty
reviewers, carefully selected among distinguished researchers from both industry and academia, have helped us to evaluate
manuscripts submitted for publication in this special issue.

2. CONTRIBUTIONS
The first paper is entitled “ElCore: Dynamic Elastic Resource Management and Discovery for Future Large-Scale Manycore
Enabled Distributed Systems” by Javad Zarrin, Rui L. Aguiar, and João Paulo Barraca, addresses the problem of resource
management for the upcoming large-scale many-core computing environments by exploring different resource allocation
schemes. This work presents an elastic, dynamic, and fully decentralized resource management architecture which can be
exploited in such distributed environments. The proposed architecture comprises a set of modules which can dynamically be
instantiated on or allocated to an arbitrary node on demand. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed resource
management scheme is highly scalable and accurate accuracy for resource allocation and provides a remarkable enhancement in
the entire system performance.
The second paper, by Giuseppe Tuveri, Paolo Meloni, Francesca Palumbo, Giovanni Pietro Seu, Igor Loi, Francesco Conti and Luigi
Raffo, entitled “On-the-fly Adaptivity for Process Networks over Shared-Memory Platforms”, proposes an adaptive, run-time and
dynamic process migration technique, targeting power and throughput efficiency of shared-memory platforms. The proposed

methodology is able to improve the applications’ parallelism degree and resource utilization with the available resources or the
application workload variation. Experiments, carried out by a shared-memory platform prototyped on an FPGA, indicate the
efficiency of the proposed approach in terms of speed-up enhancement, power saving, and performance overhead.
A thread parallelization methodology for accelerating the Quorum Planted Motif Search algorithm in multi-core and many-core
systems is presented in the third contribution entitled “Parallel Implementation of Quorum Planted (l,d) Motif Search on Multicore/Many-core Platforms” by Fazeleh Sadat Kazemian, Mahmood Fazlali and Ali Katanforoush. The proposed methodology
benefits from dynamic scheduling of threads and loop parallelization provided by OpenMP library, which result in efficient load
balancing of tasks. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is able to speed up the qPMS9 algorithm and
outperforms prior parallel and sequential algorithms by decreasing tasks execution time.
The last paper is entitled “ASHA: An Adaptive Shared-Memory Sharing Architetcure for Multi-Programmed GPUs” by Hamed
Abbasitabar, Mohammad Hossein Samavatian and Hamid Sarbazi-Azad. This work targets to enhance utilization of GPU resources
and improves the spatial multi-programming by exploiting the proposed adaptive shared-memory sharing architecture.
Experimental results show that the proposed architecture is able to speed up programs which can be performed simultaneously
and alleviate performance degradations which is a major overhead in the spatial multi-programming without ability of resource
sharing.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Many-core systems play an important role in future computing systems used in different applications. Processing the huge
volume of the data generated every day in different areas, require new architectural supports. Such architectures employ
numerous processing cores which should be managed and utilized efficiently. This special issue is meant to address some of the
important issues related to the design and use of such many-core systems.
We would like to thank all the authors who have submitted papers to this special issue. We would also like to offer our sincere
thanks to the reviewers, without whom this issue would not have been possible and who provided very constructive comments
and suggestions to the authors. We would also like to express our gratitude to the Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Jozwiak, for his support
and help in making this special issue a reality. We hope you will enjoy the papers in this special issue.
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